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This is the workbook that will show you how to get out of debt forever.

Do you feel frustrated and trapped by your debt? Have you just given into the vicious cycle of debt? If so, this

workbook will become the first step in your journey toward financial freedom. Whether you have gotten in debt

with one bad decision or a series of poor choices, it is not too late to take steps in the right direction. This is not a self-

help book that will just inspire you, but leave you wondering what steps to take. These ten actionable steps are

designed to conquer your debt, and help you leave the cycle of debt behind forever. 

John Endris, a finance professional, lifelong investor, and MBA will show you how to switch from the cycle of debt to

the debt free cycle. After this work book your will know how to:

-Build your credit while paying off your worst debt. 

-Easily measure your progress. 

-Identify bad financial products and terms

-Analyze which debt you need to pay off first

-Target and eliminate your worst debt

-Assess your personal risks and opportunity costs

-Set fun milestones to zero out your credit accounts.

And much, much more... 
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Plus, there are action steps in every section, so you can immediately implement all of the debt free cycle steps. By

doing so, you'll rediscover what it's like to be in control again. Rather than pay over ten dollars for a long winded e-

book, buy this pragmatic workbook that you can read over and over for less than the cost of a pack of gum. 

There is no catch, the world is better without bad debt. Get this workbook and escape your depressing cycle of debt

forever.
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